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THE GREEN SHEET 

Full-Card Analysis and Selections 
By, John M. Gaver III 

www.johngaver.com 
 
 
Keeneland: October Meet 2017 
First Day: Friday, October 6, 2017 
Post Time: 1:05 P.M. Eastern 
 
Keeneland Spring 2017: 141-41-23-23—29%W, 61%ITM 
Churchill September 2017: 109-34-16-11—31%W, 56%ITM 
 
Note: Selections are made in order, first through fourth 
 
 
RACE ONE 
MORE MOJO seemed to be spinning her wheels in the slop in her last start 
at Saratoga, where she was one-paced in the lane while eight-wide. 
$325,000 daughter of More Than Ready will make her two-turn debut in 
this spot, is bred to handle the extra distance (she’s out of a Silver Charm 
mare), and has a license to improve in the third start of her current form 
cycle. She will likely dictate the pace in heat without a lot of early speed 
types signed on—always a good angle; choice, gate-to-wire. ABSOLUTE 
LOVE’s career debut isn’t as bad as it first looks on paper when one 
considers she broke from the one-hole in a large field at Churchill, was 
bumped around on the backstretch, and split a field of 12 in a heat that 
went in 1:10 flat. $110K bay daughter of Graydar should love two-turns, be 
more forwardly placed early on the stretch out, and certainly tighter. She 
gets a positive rider change to Brian Hernandez, Jr. and is 8-1on the 
morning line; has the looks of an overlay. GIO GAME was all dressed up but 
had nowhere to go at the three-sixteenths pole in her last start on grass at 
Saratoga, and Significant Form—who won that race but was disqualified— 
came back to win the Miss Grillo Stakes (G3T) at Belmont on October 1. 
Her sire, Gio Ponti, excelled on turf but can get a dirt horse (Drefong, for 
example), and this filly overcame poor start in her career debut to be 
second of 10 in an off-the-turf heat at The Spa contested over a “good”, 
sealed racetrack; formidable. EIGHT MINUTE ELLIE is a filly that hit her 
best stride too late in her career debut going seven-panels at Ellis Park and 
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acts like she will relish two-turns. Her sire, Paynter, was a grade one 
winner at three going nine-furlongs; improvement likely in her second 
career start. 
 
SELECTIONS: 2-3-4-6 
 
 
RACE TWO 
The chestnut gelding YOUR SECRET’S SAFE will make his first start off the 
claim for trainer Tom Amoss, whose outfit wins at a high-percentage in this 
type of situation, and I like that he was haltered for $30,000 out of his last 
start at Saratoga, has been given 30+ days off, and returns for $30K this 
afternoon. Consistent fellow has finished in the money in six-of-eight 
lifetime starts, and he’s bred to love his first crack at a two-turn trip, as 
he’s by Tapizar out of a Thunder Gulch mare. He hooked a salty crew in his 
only prior mile and a sixteenth try at a one-turn setup at Belmont Park; 
major player. ARIZONA is an improving bay son of Tiznow that woke up 
when dropping in for a $30K tag in his last start, and he’s bred to relish the 
stretch out around two-turns for the Asmussen barn, an outfit that is 
hitting at a 20 percent clip in 2017 with over 1,400 starters. He has never 
been on a “fast” strip but has plenty of upside making just his third career 
start; contender. DIAMOND DELIGHT bulled his way to a clear early lead in 
his last start in Louisville then folded up in the lane as the even money 
favorite on the drop for $30K. He has never been worse than second for 
the high-percentage Brad Cox outfit, however, and he figured to need his 
last race off a 10-month plus layoff. He’ll move forward off that effort; 
threat. MALIBU AT MIDNIGHT tends to lack a winning bid in the stretch 
drive, but he’s a well-bred son of Malibu Moon that has improved since 
entering the maiden claiming ranks and getting blinkers three starts back 
at Churchill. He’ll get a ground-saving trip on the fence and the rail can be 
kind in Lexington; useful when spreading in the exotics. 
 
SELECTIONS: 5-2-7-1 
 
 
RACE THREE 
BURGAMEISTER was a sneaky good fifth on the grass in his last start in 
Chicago on the weeds at Arlington, where he rallied from off the pace, was 
bottled up in the stretch, and was only beaten a length and change for all 
the money at 6-1. He broke his maiden at a one-turn, eight-furlong trip at 
Churchill for a $75,000 tag by open lengths and returns to the claiming 
ranks in this affair for a new-low price tag. I’m loving the rider change to 
Jose Ortiz, Jr; choice. SIR DOUGLAS is a good fit for $30K facing “non 
winners of two lifetime” foes, as he has never been worse than third facing 
conditioned claiming rivals for trainer Ron Moquett. I’m inclined to toss his 
last start over a “muddy” surface, and he’s capable of a winning effort off 
the sidelines; contender. FLATTER THE QUEEN more than likely needed 
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his last race of an extended layoff, and he improved when turning back 
from a route race to a sprint in his last start at Churchill Downs back on 
September 15. He figures to be prominent early in a heat without a 
substantial amount of front-running types but will have to deal with fellow 
entrant PATRIOT SONG, who is a shade quicker on paper, when they spring 
the latch. This guy is capable of pressing a hot early pace and finishing, and 
he’ll be tighter this time; hangs around for a share of the purse money with 
a top effort. COLONEL DAN showed up with front bandages when dropping 
in for a tag for the first time in his last start at Ellis Park, where he was bet 
down to favoritism, had no early lick, and posted a mild rally from off the 
pace to be a well-beaten third. I can forgive that effort a bit as it was his 
first start off a six-week hiatus, and I like the slight stretch out to seven-
eighths; more interested as the price increases.  
 
SELECTIONS: 6-1-2-3 
 
 
RACE FOUR 
The five-year-old homebred HOT YANKEE returns to the races off a brief 
layoff for trainer Merrill Scherer and drops in class of her last 10 starts. 
Chestnut miss gave a good account of herself in her past two races under 
the Twin Spires, and she figures to get a great pocket trip under jockey 
Luis Saez stalking a quick early pace. She has finished in the money in 40 
percent of her starts this year and has a past board finish at Keeneland; 
gets the nod. LIKE A HAINT is a tick cheap for this crew and exits 
conditioned claiming company off 13 days rest, but she has been sharper 
than jailhouse coffee this year winning four-of-seven starts for trainer 
William Denzik, whose outfit has made the most of limited opportunities in 
2017. She’s a handy filly with tactical speed that will serve her well in this 
early speed-laden affair, and she has won by open lengths the past two 
times jockey Brian Hernandez, Jr. has been in the boot; contender. The 
North Carolina-bred DUSTEM CAROLINA is a very consistent campaigner 
that has placed in an impressive 30-of-47 lifetime starts, and she hasn’t 
been in this cheap all year. Six-year-old mare has a license to improve in 
her third start off a layoff, and she was a game second for $16K at 
Keeneland back in the spring as the 2-1 favorite. Her versatile running 
style will help with the wide post draw; threat. The Canterbury Park 
invader ANNOY has run well in her past two starts of the shelf and returns 
to the races off a two-month layoff in this spot for trainer Eric Heitzman. 
Daughter of Flatter has finished in the money in three-of-five lifetime 
starts at Keeneland and in five-of-six starts this year, and she’s a handy 
sort who will get a ground saving trip on the fence; turf-to-dirt angle is 
playable; using in the exotics. 
 
SELECTIONS: 7-11-12-1 
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RACE FIVE 
The lightly raced sophomore filly SAPPHIRE JUBILEE is an improving 
daughter of Northern Afleet that improved when stretching out to a mile 
and five-sixteenths affair and getting blinkers for the first time in her last 
start at Kentucky Downs, and she has all kinds of upside making just her 
third career start. She seems to be sitting on a winning effort, gets back to 
a uniform turf course, and will get a ground-saving trip on the hedge under 
jockey Jose Ortiz, Jr.; lots to like. ANOTHERTEQUILASHOT is another 
entrant that has demonstrated improvement with the addition of blinkers, 
and she was a game second off an extended layoff in her last start at 
Churchill Downs going a nine-furlong trip on the Matt Winn Course. She 
has never put forth a poor effort on the weeds against maidens, and she’ll 
be much tighter this time around. She may be a little more in touch with 
the early pace stretching out; comes running in the lane. MAGICAL SKY is 
yet another filly in this spot that has improved with the hood, and she exits 
the key prep for this race where she bested the top choice on the square by 
three-parts of a length in a lucrative maiden allowance affair at Kentucky 
Downs. She bested four rivals—SAPPHIRE JUBILEE, DISCREET POWER, 
RED DANE (ITY), and MANY WATERS—in that heat that she meets again 
in this spot, and this $150K daughter of Sky Mesa has a fairly reliable 
closing kick; threat. DISCREET POWER has improved of late for trainer 
Graham Motion as the distances have increased, and she was fourth while 
six-wide in the stretch in the key prep for this heat on September 7 at 
Kentucky Downs. She always provides value at the windows and is 10-1 on 
the morning line; can bolster exotic payoffs. 
 
SELECTIONS: 1-7-5-4 
 
RACE SIX 
I’m not crazy about the inside post draw coming out of the chute, but I do 
like MOIETY’s chances in this high-end optional claiming/third-tier 
allowance event going seven-panels on the main track. Well-bred daughter 
of Bernardini has never missed the exacta from seven lifetime starts for 
trainer Eoin Harty and is a versatile filly with wins on synthetic and dirt 
surfaces to her credit. She’s a tick over a length from being undefeated off 
layoffs and returns to the races off a two-month plus hiatus in this spot. 
She’s stakes placed sprinting on dirt and “cat hopped” the last time Brian 
Hernandez, Jr. was aboard. “Bullet” work on Polytrack at Arlington on 
September 27 in 1:00 flat noted; fires fresh. BLIP N’ TH BYE has never 
been worse than second at Keeneland and was an honest second while 
doing most of the heavy lifting on the front-end in a similar race in 
Lexington back in the spring. Throw out her past two starts on turf and 
Tapeta, respectively, as she’s graded stakes placed on dirt and clearly 
more effective on the main track. She’ll love the stretch out to seven-
eighths and has tactical speed; contender. KINSLEY KISSES is a need-the-
lead type of filly in a race heavy with front-running types, but she returns 
to her preferred surface—dirt—in this spot for trainer Todd Pletcher.  
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Congrats filly is multiple stakes placed around one-turn this year and was 
only beaten three lengths and change by a nice filly in Ivy Bell two starts 
back in a $75,000 stakes at Mountaineer on the West Virginia Derby (G3) 
undercard. I like that Javier Castellano picks up the mount and the route-
to-sprint, turf-to-dirt angles, but the race shape from a pace perspective 
will work against her chances; figures for part, taking a stand against for 
top honors. ALWAYS ON MY MIND hasn’t been seen at the races since mid-
January, but she’s capable of a winning effort fresh and will make her first 
start for trainer Brad Cox in this spot. I like the cutback in distance to 
seven-panels, and she gets an advantageous wide post draw coming out of 
the chute. She should get a great trip stalking quick splits under jockey 
Corey Lanerie, who has been in the zone of late; can’t eliminate with 
confidence. 
 
SELECTIONS: 2-3-5-7 
 
RACE SEVEN 
The handsome gray UNITED STAND is a well-bred son of Unbridled’s Song 
out of a Storm Cat mare that has never put forth a poor effort on grass, as 
he’s less than a length from being a perfect four-for-four on the lawn for 
trainer Chris Hartman. He has a reliable finishing kick, picks up he 
services of Florent Geroux, and I like that he turns back in distance off his 
past two starts. He’s a tick cheap for this bunch but is a very honest horse 
that tries every time; longshot play of the day. I’m drawing a line through 
CURLINS PRIDE’s last start in Canada, where the gray was not only in over 
his head in the Singspiel Stakes (G3T), but also was fanned out six-wide at 
the quarter-pole in that 12-furlong affair. His form in his past three turf 
starts in the allowance ranks is salty, and nine-furlongs on the turf is right 
in his wheelhouse. He’s less than two lengths from winning his past two 
starts off the sidelines and returns to the races off a three-month plus 
layoff in this spot; has a big chance. SURPRISE TWIST is a consistent 
homebred son of Elusive Quality that has never been off the board from 
four previous starts for trainer Arnaud Delacour, and he was a good third 
behind a next-out winner in his first start against winners two starts back 
on the inner turf course configuration at Saratoga. He has a pair of “bullet” 
works in his holster at Fair Hill on the synthetic going since his last race, 
and I like the slight cutback in distance to a mile and an eighth; contender. 
CITE out-gamed a next-out winner in a mile and a sixteenth turf race at 
Saratoga against $50K starter allowance types in his last start and has 
enjoyed a solid 2017 for the Mott Barn having placed in six-of-nine outings 
this year. Homebred will get a ground-saving trip on the hedge, but is a 
lackluster one-for-seven lifetime at this mile and a eighth trip on turf. He 
was only a length and change of the top choice four starts back despite 
getting bumped around in the stretch drive, and the 9-2 morning line 
installment seems legit; exotics play. 
 
SELECTIONS: 7-11-4-1 
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RACE EIGHT—Stoll, Keenon, Ogden Phoenix Stakes (G2) 
At 15-1 on the morning line, I’ll take a shot with UNCONTESTED in the 
165th running of this six-furlong affair, as the three-year-old son of Tiz 
Wonderful is a perfect two-for-two lifetime from six to six and a half-
furlongs for trainer Wayne Catalano, and he’s coming off a razor-sharp 
effort at Churchill Downs on September 17, where he annexed a high-end 
optional claiming, second-tier allowance event in 1:09 2/5. He gets wheeled 
back a little quick off a big effort (19 days) and will try older horses for the 
first time, but he looks like he’s cut out to be a sprinter and will be a big 
price in a wide-open, contentious heat. He broke his maiden at Keeneland 
by open lengths and is handy enough to rate and finish; choice. WHITMORE 
reeled off five wins in a row when his connections turned him back to 
sprint races last December at Aqueduct and stamped himself as one of the 
top sprinters in the country in the process. He has been the beaten favorite 
in his past two starts at Laurel and Belmont, respectively, and hasn’t has 
his picture taken since late May, but he finished with interest in the 
DeFrancis Memorial (G3) in Maryland in his last start—his first in nearly 
three months—and he will be much tighter this time around. When he’s 
right, he’s as good as any sprinter in the country and the early splits will 
be plenty quick enough to set up his closing kick. His last two breezes in 
Louisville are very sharp; major player. LIMOUSINE LIBERAL suffered a 
really tough beat in this race last year, where he was defeated by a dirty 
nose on the wire by the crack sprinter A.P. Indian in a race that went in a 
snappy 1:08 3/5 over a Keeneland strip that was yielding quick times. 
Consistent homebred has placed in 13-of-17 lifetime starts while primarily 
facing top company, and he holds a Keeneland track record for six and a 
half-furlongs (1:15 flat), which he set in Lexington last spring. He’s at his 
very best in the mud, but can certainly handle a “fast” surface and his past 
three losses have come at the hands of top-class horses—El Deal, Awesome 
Slew, and Drefong, respectively; contender. The six-year-old FAVORITE 
TALE was a good third at 23-1 in the Breeder’s Cup Sprint (G1) when he 
was last seen in Lexington, and this consistent fellow hasn’t been off the 
board since 2015 for trainer Guadalupe Preciado. He has only made three 
starts since the aforementioned Keeneland outing, but he was game off a 
17-month plus layoff in his last start at Parx, where he did all the heavy-
lifting on the front-end and was only beaten a half-length in a restricted 
$114K stakes affair that went in 1:09 2/5. He’ll likely improve off that 
effort and clearly likes the local strip; threat. 
 
SELECTIONS: 8-11-5-7 
 
 
 
 
RACE NINE—Darley Alcibiades Stakes (G1) 
The versatile filly KELLY’S HUMOR has never been worse than second in 
her career and is a stakes winner on dirt and graded stakes placed around 
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two-turns on the main track in a race in which a couple of contenders are 
unproven on dirt (BET SHE WINS and SASSY SIENNA). She broke from 
the parking lot (12-hole) in the Pocahontas Stakes (G2) at Churchill 
Downs, was fractious behind the gate, yet stilled rallied from off the pace 
against a good field to be second of 12 in her first try going a mile and a 
sixteenth. She’s a versatile filly that can win on the front-end or from off 
the pace, and I love the rider change to Javier Castellano; major player. 
The Chicago invader BET SHE WINS is a talented gray daughter of First 
Samurai that cost $230,000 as a yearling last August at Saratoga, and 
she’s clearly a filly with a ton of ability, having never been worse than 
third in her career. She won the $75,000 Arlington-Washington Lassie by 
open lengths on a synthetic surface in her first crack against winners, but 
she will try the dirt for the first time in this spot while stepping up in class. 
I like the rider change to Jose Valdivia, Jr., who is booting home winners at 
a 27 percent clip for the year, and she is bred to handle the dirt (she’s out 
of an Unbridled’s Song mare); contends, but demand a square price. 
PRINCESS WARRIOR will step up to grade one company in her first start 
against winners—never a great angle—but clearly her connections think a 
lot of her—and rightfully so—as she impressed on debut at Churchill back 
on September 16, beating 11 other rivals by a length and a half in a quick 
1:10 flat. Her sire, Midshipman, was a two-time grade one winner at two 
and ran the fastest Breeder’s Cup Juvenile (G1) to date going a mile and a 
sixteenth. Juvenile fillies are capable of improving by leaps and bounds, 
and she’ll be in the thick of things if able to pair-up her last start; threat. 
New York shipper PACIFIC GALE has won two-of-three lifetime starts for 
trainer John Kimmel, including the $50,000 Sorority Stakes at Monmouth 
in her last race by open lengths in 1:10 2/5. This outfit hits at a solid win 
clip with horses stretching out, and this filly is bred to handle two-turns. I 
like that regular rider Chris DeCarlo is in town for the assignment, she has 
some early lick and will be prominent early, and the local strip can be kind 
to speed; hangs around for a minor award with a top effort.  
 
SELECTIONS: 7-6-1-2 
 
 
RACE TEN 
ST. LOUIE and jockey Jose Ortiz, Jr. should be able to work out a decent 
stalking trip from the eight-hole in this 12-furlong turf marathon nightcap, 
and the five-year-old son of Arch is coming off a game effort at 42-1 in a 
tough renewal of the Kentucky Turf Cup (G3T) at Kentucky Downs in his 
last start on September 9. Consistent fellow has finished in the money in 
10 of his last 18 starts and was only beaten two lengths and change for all 
the money in the restricted John’s Call Stakes at Saratoga two starts back. 
The Mike Marker outfit seems to own turf marathon heats; formidable. 
PATRICK’S DAY is the recipient of an unfortunate wide post draw, but this 
bay son of Harlan’s Holiday will love stretching out in distance off his past 
three starts, and he nearly won a similar race in Lexington back in this 
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spring, where he was beaten a nose by eventual turf graded stakes winner 
Hunter O’Riley. He only beat two rivals over undulating ground in his last 
start in Franklin, Ky., but was only beaten three lengths and change for all 
the money off a freshening, and he will move forward off that race this 
afternoon. Ignore the wide post; contender. KREWE CHIEF out finished 
PATRICK’S DAY in his last start at Kentucky Downs and while this late-
running son of Parading is unproven at this 12-furlong trip, he’s a horse 
that acts like he will relish the extra ground. His form has been honest 
against “two other than” allowance company, and he will appreciate 
returning to a uniform turf course; fires in the stretch drive at a price. 
NEOCLASSIC is a tick cheap for this bunch, but he has been in great form 
in 2017, having finished in the money in five-of-six starts. Six-year-old son 
of Street Cry (Ire) gave a good account of himself on the rise against $25K 
starter allowance company in his first start off the claim for trainer Eddie 
Kenneally, and he can stay a mile and a half trip. He’s sitting on a “bullet” 
five-panel breeze at Churchill on September 23 in :59 1/5 and gets a 
positive rider change to Julien Leparoux; wouldn’t omit. 
 
SELECTIONS: 8-12-10-11    
   
        
 
    
 


